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Get Inspired by paintings!
Open categories E and F
Many of the submissions we receive in the open category are portrait, still life and
landscape paintings. So we have curated three collections in these styles from our oil
paintings at Paisley Museum which you and your pupils may like to look at and discuss.
The curations are on the Art Uk website, which is where you can find images all of the oil paintings in
the UK which are in public collections.
To go straight to Paisley Museum’s entire oil painting collection click here
Paisley Museum also hold art belonging to Paisley Art Institute. To see this collection click here.
This resource is for inspiration only. There is no obligation to use it.
It is important to us that you interpret the category in any way you choose to suit you and your
pupils.
We would be interested in any feedback as to how we could better develop this resource.
@PaisleyMuseum

Enjoy and Good Luck!

CLICK A LINK BELOW

Portrait paintings in
Paisley Museum
collection
Still life paintings in
Paisley Museum
collection
Landscape paintings in
Paisley Museum
collection

What will you create?
Please feel free to interpret this category in any way you choose to suit your class.

• Your work will be submitted as a photograph so you are not limited to a size.
• Please be aware however that photographs of very large works will be viewed on a screen and detail
may be lost for the viewer.
• We recommend for the online exhibition that your artwork is no larger that A1.

Good Luck!
@PaisleyMuseum

For pupils who would like to look at Art Uk on their own, here is a guide the may find useful to help
them look at, think and talk about art.

There is no right or wrong way to feel about a piece of art – you don’t have to like it. It is however
important to be able to discuss your feelings and try to explain why you do or don’t like something.
There is also much which can be discussed about art apart from whether or not you like it.
It is important that you take the opportunity to look at and respond to art in your own way.
Use this guide to practice thinking and talking about art.
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